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   68 sold in past month

VISTAPEX Di�erent distances, di�erent PARs, to meet the needs of di�erent factories, but also suitable for a variety of
plants 
 
The best full-spectrum sunlight: suitable for homes and o�ces. Ideal for indoor gardening lovers, high quality and
good harvest. 
 
Powerful cooling system, three high-e�ciency fans and vents can provide super high cooling e�ect 
 
E�cient: Let your plants grow faster and healthier, e�ectively promote photosynthesis, increase growth speed, and
meet all the light energy needs of plants, such as germination, growth and �owering! 
 
It can easily adjust the angle and distance, expand the lighting area, and provide more e�cient lighting for more
plants.

Price: $ 39.99

Quantity:    1 

Buy Now Add to Cart

Review list

ts      2019-08-24 12:49:00

Bought 2 of these light ..used them for a month . 1 still works the other only works on bloom switch .veg worked then quit working .. bloomspect says they have a 2 year warranty.. email provided is not a valid
email .. no cluster susport .. so no warranty I guess .. �y by night Chinese builder not honoring thier product warranty..

thd      2019-11-06 12:04:44

Ok so good things �rst, it's super bright, not very noisy, and doesn't have any issues with cooling, as I've ran it for about 24 hours straight in my time owning it. Things that were bad but I can live without, it only
came with one carabiner to hang the light, but I ended up using zip ties anyways. As for the unacceptable, The PPFD levels advertised are wrong. The measurements they used are based on daylight readings
and not blue red white channels, so in reality it is much lower, comparable to items that are cheaper. Over all, while I wouldn't recommend this product to someone, it is not bad enough to warrant the hassle
of a return. My advice is to look elsewhere or lower your expectations. For rough PPFD measurements, I believe it is about 405 PPFD at roughly a meter.

Jwat      2019-08-01 11:22:27

I've had one fail out of three units that one failed before the 30 day return period. the driver in the unit was bad, the LED's were �ne. Weak point so far is the LED driver. it also works for growing plants quite
well. I have never failed at germinating with these lights.

Lee      2019-11-07 16:05:49

This light sucks in comparison to what I thought I was getting. I thought this 600 would be the same as the other two I have. They are BS600 and this is just B600 and "upgraded". BS600 are WAY brighter than
this junk. Sad, because I've pushed the brand just based on my other two. This light is about half the size too.

gm      2019-07-18 15:04:48

After 2 weeks approximately 15hrs a day, no more light and fan sounds miserable. Typical cheap Chinese made junk. Returning for refund.

tracy      2019-10-18 10:39:57
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Although it’s cheaper than the other lights, this one doesn’t work very well. It’s very bright but preform not as good as other lights we have. The light bulbs and the technology they use for this light is not as
advanced. I can only say that you pay what you have. This one can de�nitely work so for anyone in budget this is a good option.

Cody L.      2019-10-09 17:22:12

I would give 5 stars but the 1st one they sent me didnt work properly. The built in cooling fan want running. The light turned on �ne tho. I didnt notice at �rst when I installed the light and turned it on. After
checking my garden a couple hours later I found the light was so hot it was smoking... I quickly unplugged it and had to wait for it to cool enough to touch it. I'm lucky I noticed this as I seems it could have
caught �re. I noti�ed Amazon and was quickly sent a replacement. It's very bright and has a very nicely balanced spectrum.

Steven Delmar Slatton      2019-10-23 16:33:24

This light is very bright and made my small shoots turn dark green , they perked up within 6 hrs. grow my own HERBs, for cooking.. I will getting BLOOMSPECT from now on... MARS was ok, this light is better.
You can really tell the di�erence between all brands ( grower for years in doors... When I �nish my business out here in Maryland, will be going back to Michigan to grow my MEDICAL HERB, and yes I will be
using these lights.... GOOD JOB BLOOMSPECT.

Becca      2019-04-11 13:08:12

So, I started buying the 600w lights because of the daisy chain feature, and that isn't a feature anymore. It has good color ratios and I've received good growth from these. It's been a few months and I've gotten
a harvest, for starting out �rst time, you'll be pretty happy, got my gram/watt on my �rst grow and moving into my second

Zachary LIttle      2019-09-09 12:56:57

I'm fairly certain this is the best LED grow light you can �nd for under $60. Almost no heat output, I don't even hear it running in my grow box and it seems to be built quite well. Ordered another. (Update) Both
lights are still going strong with no dead diodes. Still bright as can be but I am referring to their previous model without a daisy chain feature or dim switch. I have gotten amazing results with these lights so far
but I'm aware that their latest model is hit or miss. (Update) Both lights still in �awless working order and in daily use as of 8/20/2020 not a single dead diode. These lights have paid for themselves a million
times over.
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